
CREATING SPACIOUS, NATURAL AWARENESS: Guided Meditation 

This practice is about 10 minutes. 

Begin this meditation with setting your intention for your practice. Engage in 
self-encouragement.  

Give a few  moments to take refuge and to arouse Bodhicitta. Remember that you 
are doing this practice for the benefit of all sentient beings so that they may be free 
of suffering and attain complete awakening.  

Then supplicate so that you bring all of the Buddhas and bodhisattvas to your 
practice, and to your caregiving interactions.  In this way, feelings of being 
overwhelmed will be reduced. 
 
Sometimes when caring for those who are sick and dying we can be   besieged by 
stress, feelings of helplessness, hopelessness, and distress. 
 

Spacious, natural awareness practice can provide an open vast perspective and 
provide ease to our caregiving. We can rest our mind in natural awareness and bring 
this spacious quality to our lives  and those we are caring for.  

 
Begin by focusing on your breath. Sit in a comfortable, upright position-your spine 
straight, but not rigid. Breathe easily, effortlessly. 
 
Slowly, whatever comes to your mind, allow it to appear, but don’t follow the 
thought. Just be aware. Then let go, rest. 
Naturally pure. Spacious.  
 
Each thought arises, and naturally it is emptiness.  
 
Very natural. 
 
If anger arises, do not follow the anger. Do not reject the anger.  Just have a gentle 
awareness of anger. In the moment of anger, you are going to see that each moment 
of anger is dissolving. 
 
When it dissolves, you don’t do anything. Just rest.  
 
Not opposing, not trying. 
 
By nature, thoughts, and feelings are empty.  
 



Wherever this empty space pervades. Be aware of the empty space around you. 
Allow yourself to feel that spaciousness.  

Look at the space and expand your awareness throughout. Spacious, natural 
awareness.  

Wherever the space pervades. First, begin. Think, and repeat silently to yourself my 
“I “ pervades, my feeling pervades. Whatever feelings come, just look.  Just look 
without doing anything. Not having thoughts that  “you are good, you are bad, you 
disappear, you don’t disappear, you are emptiness, you are not emptiness.”  Not 
doing anything. Just look. 

How do you do that? First begin by gently focusing on your breath. Bring the focus 
to the breath, and then slowly let go of the focus of the breath and try to rest. 
Discover the space free from reference point.  
 
When you are feeling like your mind is calm, then you slowly let go of the focus 
without any reference point. Then you rest. Without reference point.  

When the mind is free from reference point, it will, simultaneously have a clarity 
and a luminosity. Remember that the Buddha said in the Prajñāpāramitā S ūtra “The 
mind is not truly established; the mind is luminosity”.  
  
That itself, is wisdom. And that wisdom is Buddha. Don’t look for any other Buddha 
than that.  
 

That is the nature of our mind. Likewise, it is nature of all phenomena. When you 
realize that, you see that every sentient being, every living being, has the same 
nature. When you realize that, you have a naturally interconnected feeling. Natural 
respect. And you always give everyone a chance to grow. Creating spacious, natural 
awareness.  

Within this spacious natural awareness, any feelings of tiredness, frustration, 
sadness, and stress can simply dissolve.  Like writing on water, or the flight of a bird 
in the sky, these feelings arise and naturally disappear.  

When you are ready to, return to your daily activities. 

End this practice with a  short dedication of merit and daily aspirations that  all 
beings realize their own Buddha nature.  

 

 


